




HIGH PERFORMANCE 
BAll VALVE MODEL

Q-Ball valve

Default lever settings: 0 - Bare Shaft 2 - Electrohy-
draulic Actuator 3 - gear 6 - Pneumatic Actuator 8 - 
Gas-Liquid Linkage 9 - Electric Actuator 6S - Pneu-
matic Actuator with gear

1-internal thread;2-External thread ;4-Flange ; 
6C-RTJ;6-Butt welding ;7-Wafer

1-Floating ball cut-through; 2- Floating ball Y 
three-pass: 4 - Floating ball L 3 way; 5 - Floating ball 
T 3 way: 6 - Trunnion Mounted four way: 7 - Trunnion 
Mounted straight through: 8 - Trunnion Mounted T 
tee: 9 -Trunnion Mounted L tee

F-ptfe,enhanced ptfe;FS-para polystyrene;PK-PEEK;
N-nylon;FC-carbon fiber;Y-tungsten cobalt alloy,
Nickel,YS-special hardening.YP-ceramic

DN25~DN1800

PN10/Class 150-2500/ JIS 10K

C-WCB.A105:CC-WCC:C5-C5:C6-WC6,F11:C9-WC9.F22.
CL-LB,Lf2,LC-LC:L2-LC2;L3-LC3;P8-CF8,304;P3-CF3,30
4L;R8-CF8M,316;R3-CF3M,316L:Q-iron
C-WCB.A105:CC-WCC:C5-C5:C6-WC6,F11:C9-WC9.F22.
CL-LB,Lf2,LC-LC:L2-LC2;L3-LC3;P8-CF8,304;P3-CF3,30
4L;R8-CF8M,316;R3-CF3M,316L:Q-iron
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Floating Ball Valve Torque Chart (N.M)

Trunnion Mounted Valve Torque Chart (N.M)

Three-way Ball Valve Torque Chart (N.M)
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Trunnion Mounted ball valve

Valve cover

The nutThe O Ring

The axle sleeve

The key

Washers
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The stud

Under the end cover
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The bolt The O Ring
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The valve cover

The nut
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The O Ring

The O Ring

The worm gear worm drive device

Gasket

The bolt

Flange connection ball valve

Applicable medium: Water, gas, oil product, natural gas and corrosive mediums as acids, alkalis, etc.
Driving Means: Manual,pneumatic,motor,hydro-dynamic,etc.
Applicable Temperature: -196-350°C
Nominal Diameter: DN15-800mm 1/2"-32"

Specifications

Main Parts and Materials Technical Specification
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American standard ball valve

Product implementation standard

Product performance specification

Form of major parts material

Welded ball valve

Main connection and external dimensions

PTFE/strengthen PTFR/NYLIN



-

Pressure and Temperature range diagram

Main connection size

Welded steel ball valve

Technical Specification

Major parts material

Notes:
1.The sizes of serial valve connecting flange ends 
can be designed according to customer's require-
ment.
2.DN>1000(40"), the design standard is accordance 
with 《Specification of the length pipe valve》.
3.The material of this part about the anti-sulphur 
type valve is GB (1Cr18Ni9) ASTM (A276-321)**The 
material of this part about the anti-sulphur typeva
-lve is GB(1Cr18Ni9,CF8+Ni.P) ASM(182-304,CF8+Ni.
P) Major parts of the valve series and materials of 
sealing surface differ according to actual working 
condition and customer's special requirement.

Fully welded forged steel 
Trunnion Mounted ball valve



Eccentric half ball valve Eccentric half ball valve

Performance

Major materials

Main application

General Purpose Valve: Suitable for sewage treatment, pulp, alumina, and stringent requirements of city heating.
Special Valve for Petrochemical Industry: Applicable for crude oil, heavy oils, and various oil products, chemical 
industry corrosion resistance, two-phase mixed flow medium. Can withstand temperatures up to 425°C.
Special Valve for Gas: Suitable for the transportation and control of coal gas, natural gas, and liquefied gas. The struc-
tural characteristic of the product is that the sealing ring is welded with different chromium alloys, which ensures tight 
sealing and corrosion resistance.
Special Valve for Pulp: Suitable for liquid, solid two-phase mixed flow or liquid transport in which chemical reactions 
have crystal precipitation or scaling in industrial pipeline transportation. The structural characteristics of the products 
are that the sphere is subject to chrome molybdenum, vanadium alloy welding according to the medium and tempera-
ture requirements of the customers. The valve seat uses chromium, molybdenum alloy, chromium alloy, stainless steel 
alloy electrode welding to meet different pulp transport needs.
Special Valve for Coal Powder and Slag: Applicable for power plants, hydraulic slag removal or gaseous transporta-
tion pipe control. The product requires wear resistance. The sphere adopts a composite ball double metal structure, 
has quite high rigidity and is very wear-resistant, while the valve seat is made of all-round wear-resistant steel or full 
welding.

Main features

Seat Design: The valve seat is designed with an external step that matches the internal step of the valve body. This 
design effectively prevents phenomena such as ball and valve seat jamming, and valve seat detachment.
Large Flow Area & Non-obstruction: This is because after opening, the sphere is concealed within the valve chamber, 
providing an obstruction-free straight flow channel. The smooth pipeline won't result in ash accumulation or jamming, 
leading to smaller pressure loss and no settling of the medium within the valve chamber.
Ease of Operation: Due to the principle of eccentricity, the sphere completely detaches from the seat when opening, 
without any contact, thus providing a small opening and closing torque. A 90-degree turn completes the open/close 
operation, making operations easy and smooth.
Versatility: According to various temperatures and mediums, we produce a variety of different products that are 
wear-resistant, corrosion-resistant, and tolerate high temperatures.
Reliable Seal and Long Service Life: Under the action of double eccentricity, this valve tightens more when it is closed, 
fully achieving the purpose of good sealing. The shearing and squeezing effects between the hemisphere notchball 
and the seat can effectively remove scaling or dirt on the sealing surface, maintaining a good seal. When the valve is 
opened, the ball is completely detached from the seat, so the sealing surface is well protected. The sealing surface is 
wear-resistant, and there is compensation between the seat and the ball. When the seat is worn, you can turn it a little 
more during closure to maintain a reliable seal. Furthermore, the valve seat can be adjusted or replaced to extend 
service life. This is the most distinctive feature of the hemisphere valve.

WCB WCB



Eccentric half ball valve Upper eccentric half ball valve

Main connection and external dimensions

1.The soft seal eccentric hemisphere valve is suitable for temperatures ranging from -46 Celsius to 280 Celsius, while the hard seal 
eccentric hemisphere valve is suitable for temperatures from ambient to around 600 Celsius.

-

2.It is suitable for drain valves and control valves at the bottom of dams (in a high flow rate state). Suitable for coal dust and slag, it 
is used in industrial pipe transport for both liquid and solid phase mixed flow or chemical reactions in liquid transport with crystalli
zation or scaling. Depending on the medium required by the customer and temperature requirements, the valve top is made of 
chromium-molybdenum, vanadium alloy, the valve seat is deposited with chromium, molybdenum alloy, chromium alloy, and 
stainless steel alloy to meet different slurry transport needs. 

3.It is suitable for valves in pump transport systems, such as pressure systems, central air conditioning systems, urban heating, and 
other systems with strict requirements.

4.It is suitable for water supply systems, gas systems, natural gas systems, seawater, oil, alumina, and other pipeline facilities.

1.Low pressure loss: There is zero water loss when fully open, and the flow path is completely unobstructed. The interior is 
automatically cleaned, with a 90-degree rotation of the valve core auto-flushing the valve cavity, cleaning out debris from the 
medium, and ensuring that no residue is deposited inside. The ball is hemisphere-shaped, allowing for the highest flow C-value, 
enhancing the system efficiency of the pump and reducing erosion to a minimum.

2.Resistant to particle wear: Leveraging the double eccentric principle during closing, the ball crown only leans towards the ball 
seat at the final moment, avoiding friction. The seal ring welds abrasive self-lubricating alloy onto the valve seat, making it less 
susceptible to wear and erosion. The scissor action between the knife-edged ball mouth ball crown and valve seat provides a wiping 
and shearing effect, preventing scaling.

3.Automatic compensation ensures reliable sealing: Through the eccentric principle, the ball and valve seat close tighter under 
positive pressure for better sealing. When under reverse pressure, the floating valve seat compresses under pressure, pushing the 
seat against the ball — the higher the pressure, the tighter the seat is pushed up against the ball, ensuring excellent sealing. This 
maintains persistent tight sealing and can adapt to harsh conditions. Over long-term use, if valve seat seals are worn or damaged, 
the spring pressure pushes the seat against the ball, achieving good automatic compensation.

4.Suitable for high flow rate mediums: The ball is concealed on one side of the valve, forming a direct flow channel with no flow 
resistance. The sturdy eccentric fixing crankshaft does not vibrate or produce noise in high-flow-rate mediums.

5.Long lifespan and easy toggle operation: No easily damaged parts are present, and due to the eccentric action, the sealing 
surfaces of the ball and seat are completely separated during the valve opening and closing process, preventing any abrasion to the 
seat surface or ball crown sphere during frictionless rotation. This effectively reduces operating torque making for smooth, light 
operation. The valve's automatic compensation function significantly enhances valve lifespan.

6.Easy maintenance: The valve's top-mounted design allows the ball crown and supporting ball to be installed from the top. During 
maintenance, only the valve cover needs to be opened to lift out the ball crown and supporting ball for maintenance, and the 
sealing ring and other parts don't require entire valve removal from the pipeline. This brings great convenience to underground 
pipelines, especially for nuclear industrial ball valves.

While this valve is under maintenance, it can judiciously retain the medium in the pipeline without wasting energy, sparing users 
much preliminary auxiliary work, and simplifying the maintenance process. In certain scenarios, this valve can avoid affecting 
normal pipeline system operation during emergency repairs. As soon as the ball unit is removed and the opening quickly sealed, 
pressurized pipeline operation can immediately resume, minimizing loss of profits due to valve repair.

Main features

Main application



Upper eccentric half ball valve Upper eccentric half ball valve

Performance

Major materials

Main connection and external dimensions

PN1.0MPa

PN1.6MPa

Q235A+PTFE/surfacing LF2+PTFE/surfacing
1Cr18Ni9Ti 1Cr18Ni9Ti 1Cr18Ni9Ti 1Cr18Ni9Ti0Cr18Ni12Mo2Ti
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Main connection and external dimensions（PN1.6MPa）

Major materials

Performance

Type LType L

Three-way ball valve series Three-way ball valve series

Performance

Major materials

Main connection and external dimensions（PN1.6MPa）
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Fluorine lining ball valve

Base model

Major materials

Technical standards

Q41F4

Q41F46

Q41PFA Q641PFA

Q341F4

Q641F4

Q941F4

Q941F46

Q641F46

Q341F46

Q341PFA Q941PFA

Part name

Main application
Pigging valve is a kind of is mainly used for water,oil,natural gas long pipeline of new type clean 
pipe valve,as pig launching and receiving device.Can completely replace the traditional use in 
pig and tube as the core complex pigging transmitting and receiving device.

Main connection and external dimensions（PN1.6MPa）

Pigging valve
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Continued form

Form of main appearance and 
connection dimension

PN4.0、6.4、10.0MPa Flange

Q347 Q641

Class150、300、600、900Flange

Q41
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Form of main appearance and 
connection dimension
Continued form

Form of main appearance and 
connection dimension
JIS: Main connection Dimension
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Form of main appearance and 
connection dimension
Continued form

Form of main appearance and 
connection dimension
API: Main connection Dimension




